ABSTRACT

The evolution of IC manufacturing technology and system chip design integration has changed rapidly in the recent years and the clock speed of circuit design has also entered into the Giga Hz era. These progresses had accentuated the EMC problem and IC was most certainly the main source of EMI interference from the system. In order to solve IC's EMC issue effectively, IEC61967-2 TEM cell measurement method had been implemented to evaluate IC electromagnetic interference level. The same device can also be used for testing the IC electromagnetic susceptibility. This study utilized Maxwell equations, basic transmission line theory and parallel plate waveguide theory to illustrate the electromagnetic propagation mode of TEM cell, then employing electromagnetic field simulation software (CST MICROWAVES STUDIO) to simulate the structural design of TEM cell. Finally, the optimum characteristics that conform to IEC61967-2 requirement of TEM cell is designed by using the test data from simulation analysis. Furthermore, we also utilized the structure of a micro-strip to design a 50Ω linear dipole and circular loop impedance for the simulation of the radiation rule of IC common mode noise and differential mode noise. A conversion function for corresponding common mode noise and differential mode noise radiation has been deduced. In addition, by mean of changing the wiring location of the linear dipole, we can study the field uniformity in the electromagnetic susceptibility area. Finally, we performed measurement and assessed the IC electromagnetic radiated interference level based on the criterion of IEC61967-2.
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